
2016 LUXURY OUTBOARD SPORT DECKS



Take one look at the outboard deck boat and pontoon market and what do you see? Same ole, same ole utility boats that come up woefully short in style, quality, performance and design innovation.

Enter the new SunCoast Series from Chaparral. We told our engineering team to go big and bold. We also made the decision to start anew from the bottom-up. Unlike rivals, SunCoast is not a 

do-over stern drive hull with outboard power. Because we do it right, you benefit from a boat that’s perfectly balanced and sets the standard when it comes to seating capacity, storage space and

legroom. Truth to tell, you’ve never seen anything like a SunCoast. The look starts at the bow with innovative docking lights and carries aft to a clever walkaround swim platform that blends the

outboard engine beautifully into the overall style lines. Chaparral takes quality to unprecedented levels with detailed upholstery, a high tech helm, a self-bailing cockpit drainage system and Kevlar®

reinforced construction. At speed, you’ll marvel at the low-end stability, midrange responsiveness and top-end excitement. Add in Real Deal pricing and there’s no better choice than a SunCoast.

With 50+ years of boat building know-how, the SunCoast Series is built with pride in Nashville, Georgia. Our industry-leading facility mixes state-of-the-art computerized manufacturing equipment

with the hand-crafted excellence of the world’s finest boat builders. Noted for first-rate customer service, Chaparral has been recognized by the National Marine Manufacturer’s Association (NMMA)

for outstanding customer service for eight consecutive years.

CHAPAPAP RRAL SUNCOAOAO ST

STYLE. 
QUALITY.

PERFORMANCE.
INNOVATION.
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CHAPARRAL SUNCOAST UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE
If we had to pick one thing that sets SunCoast apart from all other outboard powered sport boats it would be performance. Simply stated,

these boats flat get it. At home on both a smooth freshwater lake or navigating an offshore saltwater waterway, you’ll find our SunCoast Series

dry riding, controlled and exciting. Where the fiberglass meets the water, Chaparral’s Extended V-Plane running surface delivers arm wrenching

low end pulling power for watersports. In the midrange, you’ll want to cruise effortlessly and never stop. Then there’s the matter of top-end.

All we can say is hold on for the ride of a lifetime. On the transom,  Chaparral and Yamaha are partners in performance and represent two of

the most “powerful” names in boating today.  Yamaha is renowned the world over as a leader in saltwater environments. No matter which

horsepower engine you choose, rest assured there’s nothing more durable, dependable and reliable. 
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STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE
Designed for maximum durability in

saltwater environments. All hardware 
is premium stainless steel.

INTEGRATED DOCKING LIGHTS
Unique modern styling. Excellent 

illumination on night time cruises and
while maneuvering around the docks.

LADDER / ANCHOR STORAGE
Rattle-free storage for anchor and

chain. Telescopic boarding ladder for
beach access. Wide non-skid walkway.  

ULTRA WIDE BOW DESIGN
Adult-sized bow area. Stainless steel

rails, speakers and drink holders. Under
seat storage. Filler cushion optional. 

BOW WEATHER DOOR
Added cockpit protection. Works with

full height wraparound windshield. 
Standard 230 / 250. Optional 210s.

PRIVACY COMPARTMENT
A welcome plus on long distance trips.
Assorted head, portlight, cabinet and

flooring options available.

FIBERGLASS HELM 
Fiberglass non-glare helm. Hand

stitched vinyl brow. Illuminated rocker
switches. Optional Garmin electronics.  

OASIS LOUNGE
Flexible passenger seat is ideal for 

cruising then can be re-positioned to
face aft for watersports visibility.

INFLOOR STORAGE 
Storage is available under all the seats
and in a huge floor locker that’s wide

enough for wakeboards.

SELF BAILING COCKPIT
Water drains directly overboard for easy

clean ups. Diamond Lustre non-skid 
provides secure footing.

CHAPARRAL 
SUNCOAST 

KEY FEATURES

PLATFORM OPTIONS
Key platform options include a 

removable ski pylon, walk thru door
and either a teak or silver platform mat.

WRAPAROUND PLATFORM
Innovative design. Low profile easy 
access swim platform. Telescopic

boarding ladder. Platform seating.

SIDE MOUNT TABLE
Table mounts in either cockpit or bow.
Includes stainless steel drink holders.

Optional 210s / 230. Standard 250.
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210SUNCOAST
Here’s the deal: In the last five plus decades, we’ve built boat loads of 21-footers and

none exceeded the overall performance of the remarkable 210 SunCoast. At home on

varied waterways, the 210 is perfectly balanced, responsive and breathtaking on 

top-end. Be advised, once you put the throttle down, you may never want to back-off.

Inside, the 210 feels spacious, refined and upscale. Bask in adult-sized legroom with

storage space to match. An enclosed privacy compartment with optional porta-pottie is

a plus on long distance adventures. Stainless steel hardware weathers the test of time.

Kevlar® reinforced lamination keeps the strength up and the weight down. Fully equipped

standard, key options include a folding arch tower and snap-in carpet. 

20’10”     
6.35M

LENGTH

3,150    
1,429KG

WEIGHT

14” 
36CM

DRAFT UP

50     
189L

FUEL

8’6”   
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



20’10”     
6.35M

LENGTH

3,300     
1,497KG

WEIGHT

14” 
36CM

DRAFT UP

50     
189L

FUEL 

8’6”
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal

210SFSUNCOAST
If ever there was a boat that could be all things to all people it’s the remarkable 210 

SunCoast Ski & Fish. Name your pleasure: Camping. Cruising. Adventure seeking. 

Wakeboarding. No problem, the 210SF says “Let’s Go”. In fish mode, simply re-position

the twin platform jump seats and cast away. A 70 quart livewell, dual rod holders and a

clever self-bailing cockpit drainage system are standard. Whether you’re tackling offshore 

whitecaps or harbor hopping on a big lake, the 210 SF impresses with a ride that’s 

controlled and exciting. Chaparral quality comes to the forefront with stainless steel 

hardware, flush-mount latches, a sound system and Kevlar® reinforced construction. 

Luxurious touches include plush sculptured upholstery and padded coaming panels.
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



230SUNCOAST
We designed the 230 SunCoast for the most demanding audience: you. Rarely has there

been a boat in this size range that combined performance, utility and luxury like the 

incredible 230 SunCoast. An engineering marvel, the 230 features a super-sized bow

area, massive cockpit seating, an innovative walkaround swim platform and a keep-it-

tidy self-bailing cockpit drainage system.  A plus on long distance adventures, the privacy

compartment can be upgraded with cabinetry, a portlight and a variety of head options.

From the supportive way the driver’s seat holds you in place, to the way the rocker

switches respond to the touch, everything about the helm makes sense. Dash features

include stainless steel bezels, fog resistant gauges and space for Garmin electronics. 

22’10”
6.96M

LENGTH

3,500 
1588KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT UP

70 
265L

FUEL

8’6”   
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



250SUNCOAST
Numerous outboard deck boats are workmanlike and capable. None however, have the

style, quality, luxury and performance that the revolutionary new 250 SunCoast brings

to waterways around the world. Primed for watersports, the 250 features a low profile

walkaround swim platform that’s within easy reach of the water. A porta-pottie, portlight

and storage rack are all standard in a privacy compartment that can be upgraded with

flooring, electric toilet and a cabinet. Fore and aft boarding ladders speed access. Add

an optional center cushion and enjoy U-shaped cockpit seating that’s key to the 250’s

massive 14 passenger capacity. Up front, the bow design starts with an ultra-wide walk-

way then stays that way moving aft. Roomy? Absolutely.   

24’10”     
7.57M

LENGTH

4,100     
1,860KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT UP

75
284L

FUEL 

8’6”   
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



216 • 225 • 226 • 246
SSi is the most award winning line of boats in marine industry history. For good
reason. Unique style lines start at the bow and continue to the swim platform
styling. All of the boats feature a forward anchor locker, custom bucket seats,
molded fiberglass gunwales and stainless steel grab handles. At the helm, a
hand-stitched vinyl brow adds a touch of class. Aft, all SSi bowriders feature a
full-width sun pad that converts to a chaise lounge and also has a flip-up 
cushion for walk-thru access.

224 • 244 • 264 • 284
We coined the term “sport deck” when we introduced our Sunesta line. Deck
boat didn’t do it justice. Sport boat was too limiting. Sunesta is all about living
the dream. All Sunestas feature an enclosed head and a wet bar (standard or
optional). In the bow, Wide Tech technology gives you adult-sized legroom. We
defy you to find a line of boats with more cargo space. Dry riding freeboard 
creates a safe feel. The helm is both high class and high tech. Aft, a unique 
U-Slide lounge can be positioned as a seat, sun pad or a chaise. 

18 / 19 / 21 SPORT • 18 / 19 / 21 SKI & FISH
You can’t really live without H2O. Determined to take all the guesswork out of
boat buying, our blockbuster H2O line launched Real Deal pricing. Available in
Sport and Ski Fish models, the boats have exceeded the wildest expectations
of first time and veteran boaters alike. Why? Chaparral style. Flexible seating
arrangements. Complete standard equipment. Extended V-Plane performance.
We don’t cut corners on an H2O. The Chaparral name on the hull side 
guarantees the world’s finest design, attention to detail and customer service.

203 / 223 / 243 VR • 203 / 223 / 243 VRX
Vortex is the talk of the boating world. The fact is we’re not just building jet
boats, but a Chaparral with jet power. What’s the difference? Plenty. 
Construction quality is up. Fit and finish has never been better. Inside, 
Chaparral innovation comes to the forefront with Oasis lounge seating, vibrant
color choices and our new award winning Aerial Surf Platform (ASP). On the
water, nothing accelerates, corners or excites like a Vortex jet boat. 

227 • 257 • 257SE • 277 • 287 • 307 • 337
You’ve just arrived at the top of the line in family sportboats. Highlighted by the
introduction of our incredible new 227 and 337, the SSX Series is at the 
pinnacle of boating excellence. No expense is spared in our quest to build the
best boat money can buy. No feature is overlooked. No detail is too small. At
the helm, you’ll find advanced technology wrapped in exceptional elegance.
Enclosed heads second to none. All of the boats feature clever multi-position
seating, best-in-class storage and walk thru transom access.

270 • 290 • 310 • 330  
In the market for a top tier cruiser? Go Signature. All Signature cruisers 
showcase luxurious hand stitched diamond pattern cockpit upholstery. 
Designed for entertaining, cockpit wet bars, insert tables and a host of drink
holders help get the party started. Belowdecks, discerning buyers can pick from
assorted premium fabrics and materials. In the galley, stainless steel appliances
create a striking contrast with solid surface countertops. Finally, all Signature
aft cabins offer adult sized sleeping accommodations. 

21 SPORT • 18 / 19 / 21 S

223 / 243 VR • 203 / 223 / 24

24 244 264 284

270 290 310 330
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Other models in our 2016 fleet...

S1 SPORT • 18 / 19 / 21 S



www.chaparralboats.com
Are you ready for a SunCoast adventure? Does another boat in our portfolio pique your interest? Want to
learn more? Chaparralboats.com is your link to Everything Chaparral. From our new SunCoast Series to
the world’s premier cruisers, online we detail our entire 2016 fleet. Thorough specifications. Detailed photos.
Insightful descriptions. Exciting videos. Boating insights you can’t get anywhere else. Learn about the com-
pany. Consider the standard and optional equipment. Build your exact dream boat online. Or find your local
service-minded Chaparral dealer. Thirty five different models...one Chaparral standard of excellence. It’s
all there at Chaparralboats.com.
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WWW.CHAPARRALBOATS. COM • NASHVILLE, GA, USA • 229-686-7481
©2016 CHAPAPAP RRARAR L BOATATA S INC., ALL RIGHTS RESERVRVR ED. CHAPAPAP RRARAR L IS CONSTATAT NTLYLYL SEEKING WAWAW YAYA S TO IMPROVE THE SPECIFICATATA ION, DESIGN, AND PRODUCTION
OF ITS BOATATA S. ALTLTL ERARAR TATA IONS TATAT KE PLACE CONTINUALLYLYL .Y.Y WHILE EVERYRYR EFFORTRTR IS MADE TO PRODUCE UP-T-T- O-DATATA E LITERARAR TATA URE, THIS BROCHURE SHOULD NOT BE
REGARDED AS AN INFALLIBLE GUIDE TO CURRENT SPECIFICATATA IONS, NOR DOES IT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER FOR THE SALE OF ANY PAPAP RTICULAR BOATATA . YOUR
AUTHORIZED CHAPAPAP RRARAR L DEALER CAN CONFIRM MATATA ERIALS, ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT AVAVA AVAV ILABILITYTYT PRIOR TO PURCHASE. CHAPAPAP RRARAR L RESERVRVR ES THE RIGHT
TO CHANGE PRODUCT SPECIFICATATA IONS ATATA ANY TIME WITHOUT INCURRING OBLIGATATA IONS. SUNCOAST REAL DEAL PRICING DOES NOT INCLUDE TRARAR ILER, OPTIONS,
DEALER PREP AND FREIGHT CHARGES. FEES FOR DEALER INSTATAT LLATATA ION OF OPTIONS, TATAT XAXA ES, TITLE, REGISTRARAR TATA ION, DOCUMENTATAT TATA ION AND LICENSING MAYAYA VAVAV RYRYR BY
LOCATATA ION AND ARE IN ADDITION TO PRICES SHOWN. PRICES SHOWN MAYAYA INCLUDE MOTORS THATATA HAVAVA E LIMITED AVAVA AVAV ILABILITYTYT .Y.Y PHOTOS MAYAYA SHOW OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT.T.T SOME EQUIPMENT OR ENGINES OFFERED MAYAYA NOT BE AVAVA AVAV ILALAL BLE IN SOME AREAS OR REQUIRE ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT ATATA AN ADDED COST.T.T OPTIONS,
STATAT NDARD EQUIPMENT AND PRICES ARE SUBJBJB ECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE OR IMPLIED OBLIGATATA ION. SEE YOUR DEALER FOR DETATAT ILS.

RECOGNIZED 8 YEARS IN A ROW  FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
BY THE NATIONAL MARINE MANUFACTURER’S ASSOCIATION 




